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4.2 Measures of Central 
Tendency
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• Find the mean

• Find the median

• Find the mode

Objectives
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Measures of Central Tendency

Rather than listing every data point in a large distribution of 
numbers, people tend to summarize the data by selecting a 
representative number, calling it the average.

Three figures—the mean, the median, and the 
mode—describe the “average” or “center” of a distribution 
of numbers. These averages are known collectively
as the measures of central tendency.
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 The Mean
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The Mean

The mean is the average people are most familiar with;  
Given a collection of n data points, x1, x2, . . . , xn, the mean 
is found by:

mean of n data points =

sample mean is denoted by      (“x bar”); 

population mean is denoted by   (“mu”).
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The Mean

Unless stated otherwise, we will assume that the data 
represent a sample, so the mean will be symbolized by    .

Mathematicians have developed a type of shorthand, called
summation notation, to represent the sum of a collection
of numbers. The Greek letter  (“sigma”) corresponds to the 
letter S and represents the word sum. 

Given a group of data points x1, x2, . . . , xn, we use the 
symbol x to represent their sum; that is,

x = x1 + x2 + · · · + xn.
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The Mean
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

In 2013, Tony Kanaan won the Indianapolis 500-Mile
Race, one of the most prestigious motor sports events in 
the world. In so doing, Kanaan set a track record; he 
finished the 500-mile race in a record time of 2 hours, 40 
minutes, 3.4181 seconds. Kanaan’s finishing times for his 
recent Indy-500 outings are given in Figure 4.50.

Tony Kanaan’s Indy-500 finishing times.
Source: http://www.indianapolismotorspeedway.com/indy500/

Figure 4.50
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

a. Find the mean finishing time of Tony Kanaan’s given 
Indy-500 outings.

b. Find the average speed, in miles per hour, of Tony 
Kanaan’s 2013 Indy-500 victory.

cont’d

Tony Kanaan’s Indy-500 finishing times.
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

a. Find the mean finishing time of Tony Kanaan’s given 
Indy-500 outings.

Caution: all time must be converted to same units (minutes 
of seconds), let’s convert to minutes:

cont’d

Tony Kanaan’s Indy-500 finishing times.
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

a. Find the mean finishing time of Tony Kanaan’s given 
Indy-500 outings.

Caution: all time must be converted to same units (minutes 
of seconds), let’s convert to minutes:

cont’d

Tony Kanaan’s Indy-500 finishing times.

2013:
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

a. Find the mean finishing time of Tony Kanaan’s given 
Indy-500 outings.

Caution: all time must be converted to same units (minutes 
of seconds), let’s convert to minutes:

cont’d

Tony Kanaan’s Indy-500 finishing times.

2013:  160.057 
    mins
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

a. Find the mean finishing time of Tony Kanaan’s given 
Indy-500 outings.

Caution: all time must be converted to same units (minutes 
of seconds), let’s convert to minutes:

cont’d

Tony Kanaan’s Indy-500 finishing times.

2013:

2012:

 160.057 
    mins

2×60+58+51.2532× 1
60

≈
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

a. Find the mean finishing time of Tony Kanaan’s given 
Indy-500 outings.

Caution: all time must be converted to same units (minutes 
of seconds), let’s convert to minutes:

cont’d

Tony Kanaan’s Indy-500 finishing times.

2013:

2012:

 160.057 
    mins

2×60+58+51.2532× 1
60

≈178.854mins
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

a. Find the mean finishing time of Tony Kanaan’s given 
Indy-500 outings.

Caution: all time must be converted to same units (minutes 
of seconds), let’s convert to minutes:

cont’d

Tony Kanaan’s Indy-500 finishing times.

2013:

2012:

 160.057 
    mins

2×60+58+51.2532× 1
60

≈178.854mins

2011: 2×60+56+11.7267× 1
60

≈
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

a. Find the mean finishing time of Tony Kanaan’s given 
Indy-500 outings.

Caution: all time must be converted to same units (minutes 
of seconds), let’s convert to minutes:

cont’d

Tony Kanaan’s Indy-500 finishing times.

2013:

2012:

 160.057 
    mins

2×60+58+51.2532× 1
60

≈178.854mins

2011: 2×60+56+11.7267× 1
60

≈176.195mins
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

a. Find the mean finishing time of Tony Kanaan’s given 
Indy-500 outings.

Caution: all time must be converted to same units (minutes 
of seconds), let’s convert to minutes:

cont’d

Tony Kanaan’s Indy-500 finishing times.

2012: 3×60+6+36.6062× 1
60

≈
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

a. Find the mean finishing time of Tony Kanaan’s given 
Indy-500 outings.

Caution: all time must be converted to same units (minutes 
of seconds), let’s convert to minutes:

cont’d

Tony Kanaan’s Indy-500 finishing times.

2012: 3×60+6+36.6062× 1
60

≈186.610mins
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

a. Find the mean finishing time of Tony Kanaan’s given 
Indy-500 outings.

cont’d

Tony Kanaan’s Indy-500 finishing times.

Figure 4.51

Finishing times in minutes.
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

a. Find the mean finishing time of Tony Kanaan’s given 
Indy-500 outings.

cont’d

Tony Kanaan’s Indy-500 finishing times.

Figure 4.51

Finishing times in minutes.

x̄=∑ x
n

=
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

a. Find the mean finishing time of Tony Kanaan’s given 
Indy-500 outings.

cont’d

Tony Kanaan’s Indy-500 finishing times.

Figure 4.51

Finishing times in minutes.

x̄=∑ x
n

=186.610+176.195+178.854+160.057
4

=
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

a. Find the mean finishing time of Tony Kanaan’s given 
Indy-500 outings.

cont’d

Tony Kanaan’s Indy-500 finishing times.

Figure 4.51

Finishing times in minutes.

x̄=∑ x
n

=186.610+176.195+178.854+160.057
4

=175.429mins
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

a. Find the mean finishing time of Tony Kanaan’s given 
Indy-500 outings.

cont’d

Tony Kanaan’s Indy-500 finishing times.

Figure 4.51

Finishing times in minutes.

x̄=∑ x
n

=186.610+176.195+178.854+160.057
4

=175.429mins

175.429 minutes = 2 hours 55 minutes 25.74 seconds
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

b. Find the average speed, in miles per hour, of Tony 
Kanaan’s 2013 Indy-500 victory.

cont’d

Figure 4.51

Finishing times in minutes.
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

b. Find the average speed, in miles per hour, of Tony 
Kanaan’s 2013 Indy-500 victory.

cont’d

Average speed= total distance traveled
total amount of time

Figure 4.51

Finishing times in minutes.
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

b. Find the average speed, in miles per hour, of Tony 
Kanaan’s 2013 Indy-500 victory.

cont’d

Average speed= total distance traveled
total amount of time

Figure 4.51

Finishing times in minutes.

= 187.4332269 ...
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

b. Find the average speed, in miles per hour, of Tony 
Kanaan’s 2013 Indy-500 victory.

cont’d

Average speed= total distance traveled
total amount of time

Figure 4.51

Finishing times in minutes.

= 187.4332269 ...
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

b. Find the average speed, in miles per hour, of Tony 
Kanaan’s 2013 Indy-500 victory.

cont’d

Average speed= total distance traveled
total amount of time

Figure 4.51

Finishing times in minutes.

= 187.4332269 ...
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Example 1 – Finding the Mean: Single Values and Mixed Units

b. Find the average speed, in miles per hour, of Tony 
Kanaan’s 2013 Indy-500 victory.

cont’d

Average speed= total distance traveled
total amount of time

Figure 4.51

Finishing times in minutes.

Rounding off to one decimal place, Tony Kanaan averaged 
an incredible 187.4 miles per hour over the 500-mile race! 

= 187.4332269 ...
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Example 2 – Finding the Mean: Grouped Data

y = age (years)
number of 
workers 

(thousands)

16  y < 20 484

20  y < 25 377

25  y < 35 243

35  y < 45 154

45  y < 55 164

55  y < 65 100

n = 1,522

The frequency distribution table summarizes the age distribution 
of workers who received minimum wage ($7.25 per hour) in 2012. 
Find the mean age of a worker receiving minimum wage.
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Example 2 – Finding the Mean: Grouped Data

y = age (years)
number of 
workers 

(thousands)
x = midpoint

16  y < 20 484

20  y < 25 377

25  y < 35 243

35  y < 45 154

45  y < 55 164

55  y < 65 100

n = 1,522

The frequency distribution table summarizes the age distribution 
of workers who received minimum wage ($7.25 per hour) in 2012. 
Find the mean age of a worker receiving minimum wage.
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Example 2 – Finding the Mean: Grouped Data

y = age (years)
number of 
workers 

(thousands)
x = midpoint

16  y < 20 484

20  y < 25 377

25  y < 35 243

35  y < 45 154

45  y < 55 164

55  y < 65 100

n = 1,522

The frequency distribution table summarizes the age distribution 
of workers who received minimum wage ($7.25 per hour) in 2012. 
Find the mean age of a worker receiving minimum wage.

(16+20)/2=18
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Example 2 – Finding the Mean: Grouped Data

y = age (years)
number of 
workers 

(thousands)
x = midpoint

16  y < 20 484

20  y < 25 377

25  y < 35 243

35  y < 45 154 40

45  y < 55 164 50

55  y < 65 100 60

n = 1,522

The frequency distribution table summarizes the age distribution 
of workers who received minimum wage ($7.25 per hour) in 2012. 
Find the mean age of a worker receiving minimum wage.

(16+20)/2=18

(20+25)/2=22.5
(25+35)/2=30
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Example 2 – Finding the Mean: Grouped Data

y = age (years)
f = frequency 
(thousands) x = midpoint f · x 

(thousands)

16  y < 20 484

20  y < 25 377

25  y < 35 243

35  y < 45 154 40

45  y < 55 164 50

55  y < 65 100 60

n = 1,522

The frequency distribution table summarizes the age distribution 
of workers who received minimum wage ($7.25 per hour) in 2012. 
Find the mean age of a worker receiving minimum wage.

(16+20)/2=18

(20+25)/2=22.5
(25+35)/2=30
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Example 2 – Finding the Mean: Grouped Data

y = age (years)
f = frequency 
(thousands) x = midpoint f · x 

(thousands)

16  y < 20 484

20  y < 25 377

25  y < 35 243

35  y < 45 154 40

45  y < 55 164 50

55  y < 65 100 60

n = 1,522

The frequency distribution table summarizes the age distribution 
of workers who received minimum wage ($7.25 per hour) in 2012. 
Find the mean age of a worker receiving minimum wage.

(16+20)/2=18

(20+25)/2=22.5
(25+35)/2=30

484×18=8,712
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Example 2 – Finding the Mean: Grouped Data

y = age (years)
f = frequency 
(thousands) x = midpoint f · x 

(thousands)

16  y < 20 484

20  y < 25 377

25  y < 35 243

35  y < 45 154 40

45  y < 55 164 50

55  y < 65 100 60

n = 1,522

The frequency distribution table summarizes the age distribution 
of workers who received minimum wage ($7.25 per hour) in 2012. 
Find the mean age of a worker receiving minimum wage.

(16+20)/2=18

(20+25)/2=22.5
(25+35)/2=30

484×18=8,712

377×22.5=8,482.5
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Example 2 – Finding the Mean: Grouped Data

y = age (years)
f = frequency 
(thousands) x = midpoint f · x 

(thousands)

16  y < 20 484

20  y < 25 377

25  y < 35 243

35  y < 45 154 40

45  y < 55 164 50

55  y < 65 100 60

n = 1,522

The frequency distribution table summarizes the age distribution 
of workers who received minimum wage ($7.25 per hour) in 2012. 
Find the mean age of a worker receiving minimum wage.

(16+20)/2=18

(20+25)/2=22.5
(25+35)/2=30

484×18=8,712

377×22.5=8,482.5
243×30=7,290

154×40=6,160

164×50=8,200

100×60=6,000
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Example 2 – Finding the Mean: Grouped Data

y = age (years)
f = frequency 
(thousands) x = midpoint f · x 

(thousands)

16  y < 20 484

20  y < 25 377

25  y < 35 243

35  y < 45 154 40

45  y < 55 164 50

55  y < 65 100 60

n = 1,522

The frequency distribution table summarizes the age distribution 
of workers who received minimum wage ($7.25 per hour) in 2012. 
Find the mean age of a worker receiving minimum wage.

(16+20)/2=18

(20+25)/2=22.5
(25+35)/2=30

484×18=8,712

377×22.5=8,482.5
243×30=7,290

154×40=6,160

164×50=8,200

100×60=6,000

∑ ( f⋅x)=44,844.5
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Example 2 – Finding the Mean: Grouped Data

y = age (years)
f = frequency 
(thousands) x = midpoint f · x 

(thousands)

16  y < 20 484

20  y < 25 377

25  y < 35 243

35  y < 45 154 40

45  y < 55 164 50

55  y < 65 100 60

n = 1,522

The frequency distribution table summarizes the age distribution 
of workers who received minimum wage ($7.25 per hour) in 2012. 
Find the mean age of a worker receiving minimum wage.

(16+20)/2=18

(20+25)/2=22.5
(25+35)/2=30

484×18=8,712

377×22.5=8,482.5
243×30=7,290

154×40=6,160

164×50=8,200

100×60=6,000

∑ ( f⋅x)=44,844.5
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Example 2 – Finding the Mean: Grouped Data

The frequency distribution table summarizes the age distribution 
of workers who received minimum wage ($7.25 per hour) in 2012. 
Find the mean age of a worker receiving minimum wage.

∑ ( f⋅x)=44,844.5

mean=∑ (f⋅x)
n

n = 1,522
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Example 2 – Finding the Mean: Grouped Data

The frequency distribution table summarizes the age distribution 
of workers who received minimum wage ($7.25 per hour) in 2012. 
Find the mean age of a worker receiving minimum wage.

∑ ( f⋅x)=44,844.5

mean=∑ (f⋅x)
n

= 44,844.5
1,522

=

n = 1,522
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Example 2 – Finding the Mean: Grouped Data

The frequency distribution table summarizes the age distribution 
of workers who received minimum wage ($7.25 per hour) in 2012. 
Find the mean age of a worker receiving minimum wage.

∑ ( f⋅x)=44,844.5

mean=∑ (f⋅x)
n

= 44,844.5
1,522

=29.4641985…

n = 1,522
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Example 2 – Finding the Mean: Grouped Data

The frequency distribution table summarizes the age distribution 
of workers who received minimum wage ($7.25 per hour) in 2012. 
Find the mean age of a worker receiving minimum wage.

∑ ( f⋅x)=44,844.5

mean=∑ (f⋅x)
n

= 44,844.5
1,522

=29.4641985…≈29.5 years

n = 1,522
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Example 2 – Finding the Mean: Grouped Data

The frequency distribution table summarizes the age distribution 
of workers who received minimum wage ($7.25 per hour) in 2012. 
Find the mean age of a worker receiving minimum wage.

∑ ( f⋅x)=44,844.5

mean=∑ (f⋅x)
n

= 44,844.5
1,522

=29.4641985…≈29.5 years

n = 1,522

The mean age of all workers receiving minimum wage is 29.5 
years.
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The Mean

The procedure for calculating the mean when working with 
grouped data is summarized in the following box.
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 The Median
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The Median

The median is the “middle value” of a distribution of 
numbers. To find it, we first put the data in numerical order.
(If a number appears more than once, we include it as 
many times as it occurs.)

If there is an odd number of data points, the median is the 
middle data point; 

if there is an even number of data points, the median is 
defined to be the mean of the two middle values.

In either case, the median separates the distribution into 
two equal parts. 

Thus, the median can be viewed as an “average.”
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The Median

(The word median is also used to describe the strip that 
runs down the middle of a freeway; half the freeway is on 
one side, and half is on the other. This common usage is in 
keeping with the statistical meaning.)
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Example 4 – Finding the Median: Odd Versus Even Numbers of Data

Find the median of the following sets of raw data.

a. 2  8  3  12  6  2  11

b. 2  8  3  12  6  2  11  8
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Example 4 – Finding the Median: Odd Versus Even Numbers of Data

Find the median of the following sets of raw data.

a. 2  8  3  12  6  2  11

b. 2  8  3  12  6  2  11  8

Solution:

a. First, we put the data in order from smallest to largest.   
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Example 4 – Finding the Median: Odd Versus Even Numbers of Data

Find the median of the following sets of raw data.

a. 2  8  3  12  6  2  11

b. 2  8  3  12  6  2  11  8

Solution:

a. First, we put the data in order from smallest to largest.   
    odd number of data points, (n = 7), we pick the middle one:
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Example 4 – Finding the Median: Odd Versus Even Numbers of Data

Find the median of the following sets of raw data.

a. 2  8  3  12  6  2  11

b. 2  8  3  12  6  2  11  8

Solution:

a. First, we put the data in order from smallest to largest.   
    odd number of data points, (n = 7), we pick the middle one:

Therefore, the median is 6.
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Example 4 – Finding the Median: Odd Versus Even Numbers of Data

Find the median of the following sets of raw data.

a. 2  8  3  12  6  2  11

b. 2  8  3  12  6  2  11  8

Solution:

b. We arrange the data first:  
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Example 4 – Finding the Median: Odd Versus Even Numbers of Data

Find the median of the following sets of raw data.

a. 2  8  3  12  6  2  11

b. 2  8  3  12  6  2  11  8

Solution:

b. We arrange the data first:  

even number of data points (n = 8), 

we pick the two middle values and 

find their mean :
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Example 4 – Finding the Median: Odd Versus Even Numbers of Data

Find the median of the following sets of raw data.

a. 2  8  3  12  6  2  11

b. 2  8  3  12  6  2  11  8

Solution:

b. We arrange the data first:  

even number of data points (n = 8), 

we pick the two middle values and 

find their mean :
    
Therefore, the median is 7.
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The Median
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Example 4 – Finding the Median: Odd Versus Even Numbers of Data

Find the median of the following sets of raw data.

a. 2  8  3  12  6  2  11

b. 2  8  3  12  6  2  11  8

L=7+1
2

=4

L=8+1
2

=4.5

the median is halfway between the 
4th and 5th numbers;
add the 4th and 5th numbers and divide 
by 2.

the median is the 4th number
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 The Mode
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The Mode

The third measure of central tendency is the mode. 

The mode is the most frequent number in a collection of 
data; that is, it is the data point with the highest frequency.

Because it represents the most common number, the mode
can be viewed as an average. A distribution of data can
have more than one mode or none at all.
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Example 7 – Finding the Mode 

Find the mode(s) of the following sets of raw data:

a. 4  10  1  8   5  10  5  10

b. 4   9   1  10  1  10  4  9

c. 9   6   1   8   3  10  3  9
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Example 7 – Finding the Mode 

Find the mode(s) of the following sets of raw data:

a. 4  10  1  8   5  10  5  10

The mode is 10, because it has the highest frequency (3).

b. 4   9   1  10  1  10  4  9

c. 9   6   1   8   3  10  3  9
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Example 7 – Finding the Mode 

Find the mode(s) of the following sets of raw data:

a. 4  10  1  8   5  10  5  10

The mode is 10, because it has the highest frequency (3).

b. 4   9   1  10  1  10  4  9
There is no mode, because each number has the same 
frequency (2).

c. 9   6   1   8   3  10  3  9
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Example 7 – Finding the Mode 

Find the mode(s) of the following sets of raw data:

a. 4  10  1  8   5  10  5  10

The mode is 10, because it has the highest frequency (3).

b. 4   9   1  10  1  10  4  9
There is no mode, because each number has the same 
frequency (2).

c. 9   6   1   8   3  10  3  9

The distribution has two modes—namely, 3 and 9, each 
with a frequency of 2. 

A distribution that has two modes is called bimodal.
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